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Applications




Human behavior research

Psychology

By measuring behavior, you can discover and understand a lot about human life.




Education and Training

To achieve active learning, video feedback is essential in education and training.




User Experience

Is your product being used in the way you meant it to, or does it need to be adjusted?






Animal behavior research

Rodents

Behavioral testing in rodents offers crucial insight into cognition, anxiety and depression.




Zebrafish

Neuroscience research in zebrafish is cost-effective and efficient with our versatile platform.




Mazes

Looking for a maze or other (behavioral) arena? We offer any type of maze for rodents and fish.





All our tools & solutions >








	

Products

	



Human behavior research


	NoldusHub
	Viso
	The Observer
XT
	FaceReader

	Labs


Animal behavior research
	EthoVision
XT
	CatWalk XT

	DanioVision

	PhenoTyper New

	Mazes






All our software & systems >
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Applications 





Human behavior research

Psychology

By measuring behavior, you can discover and understand a lot about human life.




Education and Training

To achieve active learning, video feedback is essential in education and training.




User Experience

Is your product being used in the way you meant it to, or does it need to be adjusted?



Check out all our solutions >



Animal behavior research

Rodents

Behavioral testing in rodents offers crucial insight into cognition, anxiety and depression.




Zebrafish

Neuroscience research in zebrafish is cost-effective and efficient with our versatile platform.




Mazes

Looking for a maze or other (behavioral) arena? We offer any type of maze for rodents and fish.



Check out all our solutions >
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Free download: How to build a rodent neurobehavioral core

Download now >
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Products 





Human behavior research


Software


NoldusHub



The Observer XT



FaceReader



Viso






Systems


Labs



Eye trackers



Data acquisition systems





Check out all our products >






Animal behavior research


Software


EthoVision XT



DanioScope



The Observer XT



UltraVox XT






Systems


DanioVision



CatWalk XT




PhenoTyper New



Track3D



Mazes & open fields



EntoLab





Check out all our products >






Services


Customer center


Knowledge & services



MyNoldus



NoldusCare



Noldus Academy



Webinars



Grant assistance program
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Learn more about
 Human behavior research





Advance your behavioral research



Save time & obtain high quality data















Searching...
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Learn more about 
Animal behavior research









3 easy steps

Kickstart your research
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1. Tell us about your research challenge. How can we
help?
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2. Our dedicated scientific consultants provide you with a
tailored solution.
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3. With our continuous product developments, we are
partners for life.
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Request information













A selection

Our products
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EthoVision XT



EthoVision XT is the most widely applied video tracking
software that tracks and analyzes the behavior, movement,
and activity of any animal.
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DanioVision



Looking for a zebrafish larvae research tool? DanioVision
is the complete system designed for high-throughput tracking
of zebrafish larvae and other small organisms.
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CatWalk XT



CatWalk XT is a complete gait analysis system for quantitative
assessment of footfalls and locomotion in rats and mice.
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The Observer XT



Supporting you from coding behaviors on a timeline and
unraveling the sequence of events to integrating different
data modalities in a complete lab.
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Viso



Viso is the easy-to-use solution for creating video and
audio recordings in order to capture behaviors and
interactions of your participants.
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FaceReader



To gain accurate and reliable data about facial expressions,
FaceReader is the most robust automated system
that will help you out.








All products





















You make our lives easy. Frankly put, Noldus is the best at its game in the world.



Dr. D. Wolmarans



North-West University, South Africa
















We’re so very happy with our purchase, you just wouldn’t believe it!



Prof. E. Glasper



University of Maryland
















What I love about Noldus Information Technology is the personal attention and service.



Prof. Dr. D. Pollak



Medical University of Vienna
















After considerable research, it was clear Noldus was the only option to turn our vision into reality.



S. Shah



Digital of Things
















I am continually impressed by the prompt and professional service and support you provide for us.



Prof. S. Campbell



Simon Fraser University
















Using The Observer XT saved me months of time. I would buy the software again.



Dr. E. Eadie



University of New Mexico
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4.5 stars

customer satisfaction
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50,000

publications
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19 offices

worldwide
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60,000 users

around the globe


















Around the world

Meet us







Our recent

Research blogs

















11

Apr







De voordelen van een AV lab in het onderwijs, bij training en UX onderzoek


User Meeting








11

Apr







No two mice alike: leveraging inter-individual variability in threat conditioning of inbred mice to model trait anxiety


Webinar








15

May







Measuring Behavior 2024


Conference





On-Demand Webinars

Did you miss one of our live talks? Visit our online library to access them all for free.

Or find an overview of all events.




 






Our recent

Research blogs
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Language development and joint engagement in children with Down syndrome
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What makes Noldus special in measuring behavior?








More blogs














News flash


Step into the Future with the NEW PhenoTyper 2 top unit


We have just released our latest hardware innovations: the PhenoTyper 2 top unit. After almost 20 years of intensive use by researchers all over the world, it is finally time to retire the old model and make a leap into the future of behavioral testing. The PhenoTyper 2 is ready to facilitate cutting-edge research for years to come.



See what's new!
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Contact information

Global Headquarters

Wageningen, the Netherlands

+31-317 473 300

[email protected]


[email protected]
North American Headquarters

Leesburg, VA, USA

+1-703-771-0440

1-800-355-9541 (toll-free)

[email protected]
Asian Headquarters

Beijing, China

+86-10-84852246

[email protected]

www.noldus.com.cn



Main applications

Human behavior research

Psychology


Education & training


Behavioral coding & analysis


Developmental psychology


Emotion analysis


UX research
Animal behavior research

Zebrafish video
tracking


Rodent video
tracking


Rodent gait
analysis


Novel object recognition test


Cognition & memory


Elevated plus maze


Morris water maze



Main products

Human behavior research

NoldusHub


Viso


The Observer XT


FaceReader


Labs
Animal behavior research

EthoVision XT


CatWalk XT


DanioVision


PhenoTyper


Mazes



Support

MyNoldus


NoldusCare


About us

Our organization


Contact information


ISO 27001 Certification New


Careers Global New


Careers North America New


Webinars


Ethics in animal testing


Ethics in facial expression analysis


Security legislation Viso


Newsroom
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Privacy policy



Cookies



Website terms of use



General terms & conditions











This website uses cookies to provide you with a greater user experience
and allows us to deliver and improve our web content based on traffic analysis.
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